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Abstract of the degree work 
 
The Problems of the legal regulation of the state bulk purchase for present-
day day interest the employee a majority state organ and enterprise, getting 
financing from budget. ? in connection with recent change legislation in given 
sphere in the first place follows to select the system of the normative legal acts, 
acting for present-day day.  
The  Purpose  of  the  degree  work  is  a  study  of  the  notion  of  the  state  bulk  
purchase, determination of the system of the legal regulation of the undertaking the 
state bulk purchase, determination of the order of the undertaking the state bulk 
purchase, discovery trend developments legislation about state bulk purchase, 
existing at present. The Data to purposes are reached by studies acting for present-
day day and acted earlier normative legal acts, scientific article, practical persons 
of the using acting legislation.  
The Volume of the work forms fifty one pages. 
The  Keywords  of  the  work  -  a  state  bulk  purchase,  principles  of  the  state  
bulk purchase, system of the legal regulation, procedure of the bulk purchase, 
marketing studies. 
As a result of called on studies possible to draw a conclusion that legislation 
about state bulk purchase for present-day day is found in process of the shaping 
and this process passes parallel with study and generalization practical persons 
using new legislation. For present-day day exists the problem to systematizations 
legislation. 
Apart follows to select the disputable questions, appearing in practice, for 
instance, about the price goods at realization of the state bulk purchase.  
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